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1. INTRODUCTION
In CGS units, Maxwell’s equations for a dielectric medium are
curl E=&
1
c

t
B curl H=
1
c

t
D
(1)
div D=0 div B=0.
In these equations, c denotes the speed of light in a vacuum, E denotes the
electric field, D denotes the electric displacement field, B denotes the
magnetic induction field and H denotes the magnetic field.
The description of electro-magnetic phenomena involves besides
Maxwell’s equations (1) constitutive relations between E and D as well as
between B and H. Throughout this paper we shall assume that the dielec-
tric medium is non-magnetic; thus we are led to assume
H#B. (2)
As for the constitutive relation between E and D, we express it for a
monochromatic electric field E(x, y, z, t)=E1(x, y, z) cos |t+E2(x, y, z)
sin |t (where Ei # R3) by setting
D(x, y, z, t)==(x, y, z, (E2)(x, y, z)) } E(x, y, z, t), (3)
where (E2)(x, y, z) := 12 [ |E1 |
2+|E1 |
2] is the time average of the intensity
of the electric field. Such a relation is commonly used when dealing with
large values of | (optical waves).
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Electro-magnetic phenomena are governed not only by Maxwell’s equa-
tions (1) and the constitutive relations (2) and (3), but also by the
geometry. Concerning this last point, we shall assume throughout this
paper that the medium is homogeneous and of ‘‘self-focusing’’ type.
Homogeneity implies that the dielectric response function = does not
depend on (x, y, z); thus we can rewrite the constitutive relation (3) in the
form
D(x, y, z, t)==((E2)(x, y, z)) } E(x, y, z, t). (4)
On the other hand, self-focusing means that the refractive index increases
as the strength of the field increases, thereby increasing by Snell’s law the
guidance properties. In realistic materials it is however not possible to
change the refractive index indefinitely: saturation sets in. Taking account
of these remarks, we introduce the following basic assumption (A1).
The dielectric response function = satisfies the following conditions:
(1) = # C([0,+)) & C 1((0,+)).
(2) = is strictly increasing and strictly positive; more precisely,
we have =$(s)>0, for s>0.
(3) = is such that lims  0+ =$(s) s=0; more over there exist
(A1)
constants L>0 and _>0 such that
lim
s  0+
=(s)&=(0)
s_
=L.
(4) The limit =sat :=lims  + =(s) exists and belongs to the
interval (=(0),+).
So far the geometry of the medium has been discussed. We focus now our
attention to the form of the electro-magnetic wave; we seek solutions to
Maxwell’s equations (1) in the form of a monochromatic electro-magnetic
field
E(x, y, z, t) :=E1(x, y, z) cos |t+E2(x, y, z) sin |t
D(x, y, z, t) :=D1(x, y, z) cos |t+D2(x, y, z) sin |t
H(x, y, z, t) :=
|
c
[H1(x, y, z) cos |t+H2(x, y, z) sin |t]
B(x, y, z, t) :=H(x, y, z, t),
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with Di (x, y, z)==((E2)(x, y, z)) } E i (x, y, z), i=1, 2. We assume that the
z-axis is the direction of propagation of this electro-magnetic wave and we
denote by e1 , e2 and e3 the orthonormal basis in R
3 corresponding to our
choice of co-ordinates (x, y, z). In this paper we deal with electro-magnetic
waves in TM-mode. By this we mean that
H1(x, y, z)= :
2
i=1
Mi (x, y) cos kz ei
and H2(x, y, z)= :
2
i=1
Mi (x, y) sin kz ei ;
in these relations, k>0 is called the wave number and we have M1 , M2 #
C 2(R2; R). Moreover, we consider in this paper only waves with cylindrical
symmetries along the axis of propagation. Therefore we put
M1(x, y) :=&u(r)
y
r
and M1(x, y) :=u(r)
x
r
,
with u # C 2((0, +)) and r :=- x2+ y2.
The discussion of the existence of such a monochromatic electro-
magnetic wave in TM-mode involves the solution of the relation (4) with
respect to E(x, y, z, t). Following Stuart [7], we introduce the function
# : [0, +)  R defined by #({) :=1=(g({)), where g denotes the inverse
function of the differentiable function f given by
f (s)={=
2(s) s,
&f (&s),
for s0
for s<0.
Whenever = satisfies the condition (A1), then we have:
(1) # # C 1((0, +)) & C([0, +)).
(2) # is strictly decreasing and we have #$({)<0<2{#$({)+#({),
\{>0.
(3) # is such that lim{  0 {#$({)=0; moreover there exist constants
B>0 and _>0 with
lim
{  0+
#({)&#(0)
{_
=&B \=& L=2(1+_)(0)+ .
(4) We have 0<lim{  + #({)=1=sat=: #sat<#(0).
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Stuart [6, 7] has shown that we obtain a cylindric, monochromatic electro-
magnetic wave in TM-mode provided that u satisfies the equations
{# \12 [k2u2(r)+v2(r)]+ v(r)=
$
(5)
&k2# \12 [k2u2(r)+v2(r)]+ u(r)+
|2
c2
u(r)=0, for r>0
lim
r  0
u(r)=0 and _ lim
r  0
u$(r) # R
_ lim
r  0
v(r) # R and lim
r  0
v$(r)=0
lim
r  +
u(r)= lim
r  +
v(r)=0 and |
+
0
r[u2(r)+v2(r)] dr<+,
where v(r) :=u$(r)+u(r)r. The fields obtained in this way decay to zero
far from the axis of propagation and the total electro-magnetic energy in
sections transverse to this axis is finite. The differential equation appearing
here has the following uniqueness property: if u is a solution for this dif-
ferential equation such that u(r0)=u$(r0)=0 (with r0>0), then u#0. This
fact can be derived by writing the above differential equation in the form
given by Stuart [7] (equation (5.16)) and using standard arguments about
local uniqueness.
The differential equation in (5) can be reduced with the help of the two
substitutions in succession
U(kr) :=ku(r) and z(r) :=- r U(r). (6)
The problem (5) is then equivalent to find z # H 10 such that
{#~ (z(r)) _z$(r)+z(r)2r &=
$
&#~ (z(r)) {z(r)+ 12r _z$(r)+
z(r)
2r &=+*z(r)=0, for r>0 (7)
where #~ (z(r)) :=#((12r)[z2(r)+(z$(r)+(z(r)2r))2]) and *=|2(ck)2. We
denote here and in what follows by H 10 :=H
1
0 ((0, +)) the usual Sobolev
space. The point is that this problem (7) now has a variational structure.
But before we expose this structure, we point out that the differential equa-
tion in (7) has the property that whenever a solution z(r) is such that
z(r0)=z$(r0)=0 (with r0>0), then z#0.
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Let us now expose the above mentioned variational structure; we set
1(!) :=|
!
0
#({) d{, for !0,
and we introduce the functional
J(z) :=|
+
0
r1 (z(r)) dr& 12#(0) |z|
2
L2 , for z # H
1
0 ,
where 1 (z(r))=1((12r)[z2(r)+(z$(r)+(z(r)2r))2]). It turns out, that the
solutions u(r) of (5) correspond to the smooth stationary points z(r) of the
functional
J(z) :=J(z)+ 12 (#(0)&*) |z|
2
L2 ,
where z(r)=- r ku(rk).
Stuart [6] has established the existence of such a stationary point z1(r)
with z1(r)>0. Our aim is to find other stationary points zn(r) with the
property that zn(r) has exactly n&1 zeros in (0, +). Such a function
zn(r) leads to a cylindrical, monochromatic electro-magnetic wave in TM-
mode, where the magnetic field has n&1 cylindric nodes. Physicists call
such modes TMn . So much about our aim. Concerning the method we use,
let us remark that we extend in this paper a method developed successfully
for similar problems [2, 5, 3, 4]; all these problems were however semi-
linear and this is the first time we apply our ideas to a quasi-linear
problem.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we study the functional J.
The concept of ‘equilibrium of masses’ introduced in Section 3 is an essen-
tial ingredient when defining in Section 4 non-minimal critical levels; such
levels will lead us to solutions of our problem, provided that these levels
are achieved. The purpose of Section 5 is to show that these critical levels
are in fact achieved, so that we can state in Section 6 our existence result
for cylindrical TM-modes in a homogeneous self-focusing dielectric. Besides
existence results, we give bifurcation results, too.
We close this introduction by recalling the main properties of 1. First of
all we remark that, under the assumption (A1), we have:
(1) 1 # C 1([0, +)) & C 2((0, +)).
(2) 1 is strictly increasing on [0, +).
(3) We have 01(!)!=(0)=#(0) ! (for !0) and
0<#sat } !#(!) !<1(!)<#(0) !, for !>0.
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(4) 1 is concave on [0, ), since 1"(!)=#$(!)<0, for !>0. But
! [ 1(!2) is convex on [0, +), since
d 2
d!2
1(!2)=2 [2#$(!2) } !2+#(!2)]>0, for !>0.
Moreover, it is convenient to introduce
1NL(!) :=|
!
0
[#({)&#(0)] d{, for !>0.
Under the assumption (A1) we have:
(1) 1(!)=#(0) !+1NL(!),
(2) &[#(0)&#sat] !<1NL(!)<0, for !>0, and
(3) lim!  0+ 1NL(!)!1+_=&B(1+_).
2. THE STUDY OF THE FUNCTIONAL J
As was mentioned in the introduction, our variational approach is based
on the functional J(z)=+0 [r1 (z(r))&
1
2 #(0) z
2(r)] dr. We shall exploit
various properties of this functional, obvious ones as well as more hidden
ones. It is the aim of this section to get the reader accustomed to J. The
first step in this direction is done in the following proposition due to Stuart
[6], where we expose the main basic properties of J.
Proposition 1. (The Main Basic Properties of J ). Let us assume that
the condition (A1) is fulfilled. Then:
(1) [Growth] The growth of J is limited by the inequalities
1
2 [#sat&#(0)] |z|
2
L2J(z)2#(0) |z$|
2
L2 , \z # H
1
0 .
(2) [Weak lower semi-continuity] The functional J is weakly sequen-
tially lower semi-continuous; by this we mean that
[zm]/H 10
zm ( z # H 10 =O J(z )lim infm  + J(zm).
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(3) [Differentiability] The functional J : H 10  R is continuously
Fre chet-differentiable and we have, \z, . # H 10
J$(z) .=|
+
0 {#~ (z(r)) _z } .+\z$+
z
2r+\.$+
.
2r+&&#(0) z.= dr,
where #~ (z(r))=#((12r)[z2(r)+(z$(r)+(z(r)2r))2]).
We have now the opportunity to recall how Stuart has established
the existence of a solution z1; d for the differential equation (7). The
starting point is the following variational problem: find some z1; d #
[z # H 10 ; |z|
2
L2=d ], (d>0), such that J(z1; d )=m1(d ), where
m1(d ) :=inf[J(z); z # H 10 , |z|L2=d ].
Such a function z1; d leads in fact to a weak solution of the problem (7) in
the sense that
J$(z1; d ) .=! |
+
0
z1; d. dr, \. # H 10 , (8)
for some Lagrange multiplier ! # R. Moreover, it turns out that such a
weak solution actually is a classical solution. By the way it is worth men-
tioning that the Lagrange multiplier ! in (8) can be computed from z1; d via
!=!(z1; d ), where
!( } ): H 10 "[0]  R, !(z)=
J$(z) z
|z| 2L2
.
As we shall show shortly, this functional !( } ) will give us the key that
makes excited solutions accessible. A solution z of the problem (7) is called
an excited solution if
|z|L2=d but J(z)>m1(d ).
We shall characterize excited solutions with the help of the functional !( } ).
Before we can do this we must derive some properties of !( } ).
The first striking point is that the functional !( } ) cannot be defined by
continuity for z=0 and it is suitable to define !(0)=+. This follows
among other thingsfrom the following proposition.
Proposition 2. We suppose that the condition (A1) is fulfilled and we
keep some z # H 10 "[0] fixed. The function t [ !(tz) is then strictly decreas-
ing for t0. Moreover
lim
t  0+
!(tz)=
#(0)
|z| 2L2 |
+
0 \z$+
z
2r+
2
dr>0
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and
lim
t  +
!(tz)=
#(0)
|z| 2L2 |
+
0 \z$+
z
2r+
2
dr&[#(0)&#sat].
Proof. We compute J$(tz) } tz with the help of Proposition 1:
J$(tz) } tz=t2 _|
+
0
#~ (tz(r)) } {z2+\z$+ z2r+
2
= dr&#(0) |z| 2L2& .
This immediately leads us to
!(tz)=
1
|z| 2L2 _|
+
0
# \ 12r t2 _z2+\z$+
z
2r+
2
&+ } {z2+\z$+ z2r+
2
= dr&
&#(0).
The condition (A1) implies now that # is strictly decreasing, which in turn
gives the monotony result for !( } ). Next we apply the theorem of B. Levi
to obtain
lim
t  0+
!(tz)=
1
|z| 2L2
#(0) |
+
0 {z2+\z$+
z
2r+
2
= dr&#(0)
=
1
|z| 2L2
#(0) |
+
0 \z$+
z
2r+
2
dr>0
as well as
lim
t  +
!(tz)=
1
|z| 2L2
#sat |
+
0 {z2+\z$+
z
2r+
2
= dr&#(0)
=
1
|z| 2L2
#sat |
+
0 \z$+
z
2r+
2
dr&[#(0)&#sat].
In what follows we shall have to check the inequality !(z)<0. This check
can be achieved with the help of the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Under the assumption (A1) we have !(z)<2J(z)|z| 2L2 ,
\z # H 10 "[0].
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Proof. As we mentioned it in the Introduction, the condition (A1)
implies that #({){<1({), for {>0. We immediately obtain the claim by
applying this inequality to J$(z) z.
The last point in the discussion of the functional !( } ) deals with the dif-
ferentiability of this functional. Under the condition (A1), !( } ) may fail to
be differentiable. Thus we have to strengthen the condition (A1) slightly.
(A1*) {The assumption (A1) holds; moreover #$({) { remainsbounded for {0.
The functional !( } ) is now differentiable under this stronger assumption.
Proposition 4. Let us assume that the condition (A1*) is fulfilled. Then
the functional !( } ) is Fre chet-differentiable and !$(z) z<0, \z # H 10 "[0].
Proof. We introduce for notational convenience the bounded and linear
mapping T : H 10  L
2(0, +)_L2(0, +) defined by Tz=(z, z$+z(2r)).
For the same reason we consider the mapping G : L2(0, +)_L2(0, +)
R given by
G(u, v)=|
+
0
# \ 12r [u2+v2]+ (u2+v2) dr.
According to Proposition 1 we may write now J$(z) z=G(Tz)&#(0) |z| 2L2 .
Thus !( } ) is Fre chet-differentiable provided that G is Fre chet-differentiable.
To establish this last point we introduce the operator G : L2(0, +)_
L2(0, +)L2(0, +)_L2(0, +) defined by
G(u, v) :={#$ \ 12r [u2+v2]+ [u2+v2]r+2# \
1
2r
[u2+v2]+= (u, v);
taking account of the condition (A1), we have set in the above definition
#$({) { |{=0= lim
{  0+
#$({) {=0.
This operator G is bounded since the condition (A1*) holds; for the same
reason G is even continuous.
We can show now that !( } ) is differentiable by showing that the map-
ping G is Fre chet-differentiable with
G$(u, v)(h1 , h2)=(G(u, v), (h1 , h2)) L2_L2 , \h1 , h2 # L2(0, +).
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We have in fact that
G(u+h1 , v+h2)&G(u, v)&(G(u, v), (h1 , h2)) L2_L2
=|
+
0
|
1
0
[G(u+th1 , v+th2)&G(u, v)] } (h1 , h2) dt dr
 sup
0t1
|G(u+th1 , v+th2)&G(u, v)| L2_L2 } |(h1 , h2)|L2_L2
=o( |(h1 , h2)|L2_L2).
What remains now to be done is to show that !$(z) z<0, \z # H 10 "[0].
We remark that
!(z)=
J$(z) z
|z| 2L2
=
G(Tz)
|z| 2L2
&#(0)
and we thus obtain
!$(z) z=
G$(Tz)Tz&2G(Tz)
|z| 2L2
=
1
|z| 2L2 |
+
0
#$ \ 12r _z2+\z$+
z
2r+
2
&+ 1r _z2+\z$+
r
2r+
2
&
2
dr<0.
3. THE EQUILIBRIUM OF MASSES
Our declared aim is to establish the existence of multiple TM-modes
with the help of multiple solutions of the problem (7). Let us suppose that
such solutions really exist and let z be an excited solution, i.e.,
J$(z)=!z with J(z)>m1( |z|L2).
Let us suppose moreover that z has positive zeros; thus we can write down
a so called nodal decomposition:
z=z(1)+ } } } +z(n), where {z
(i) # H 10 "[0],
z(i) } z( j)#0,
for i=1, ..., n
for i{j.
Remarking that (z, z(i)) L2=|z(i)| 2L2 and similarly that J$(z) z
(i)=
J$(z(i)) z(i), we reduce the relation J$(z) z(i)=!(z, z(i)) L2 to
!(z(1))=!(z(2))= } } } =!(z(n))=!(z)=: !. (9)
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These equations govern what we call the equilibrium of the masses |z(i)| L2 .
We close this speculation with the remark that J(z)<0 implies !(z(1))=
} } } =!(z(n))<0 (see Proposition 3).
The main purpose of this section if to get an insight into the equations
(9) governing the equilibrium of masses.
Let us introduce some notations.
We collect in the set 0n(d ), n2 and d>0, all the functions
z=z(1)+ } } } +z(n) # H 10 with the following properties:
(1) z(i) # H 10 "[0], for i=1, ..., n ;
(2) supp z(1)/[0, ’1], supp z(2)/[’1, ’2], ..., supp z(n)/[’n&1, +),
where the numbers 0<’1<’2< } } } <’n&1 may depend on z;
(3) |z| 2L2=
n
i=1 |z
(i)| 2L2=d
2.
We set 0&n (d ) :=[z=z
(1)+ } } } +z(n) # 0n(d ); =(z(i))<0, for i=1, ..., n] and
we associate with each z=z(1)+ } } } +z(n) # 0n(d ) a family of functions
z(: )(r) := :
n
i=1
:i } d }
z(i)
|z(i)|L2
,
where
: =(:1 , ..., :n) # 7
:={;9 =(;1 , ..., ;n) # Rn; ;i0, for i=1, ..., n and :
n
i=1
;2i =1= ;
finally we set 7% :=[: =(:1 , ..., :n) # 7 ; :i>0, for i=1, ..., n].
The following proposition asserts that equilibrium of masses is achieved
within each family z(: ) associated to a z that belongs to 0&n (c).
Proposition 5. Let us assume that the condition (A1*) is fulfilled and let
z=z(1)+ } } } +z(n) be any function belonging to 0&n (d ) (for some d>0 and
n2). Then there exists exactly one : *=(:1*, ..., :n*) # 7% such that
! \:i* } d } z
(i)
|z(i)|L2+=! \:j* } d }
z( j)
|z( j)|L2+=: !d , for i{ j.
Furthermore the value !d is bounded by
min
i=1, ..., n
!(z(i))!d max
i=1, ..., n
!(z(i)).
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Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 3 in [5], since
our functional !( } ) and the corresponding *( } ) in [5] share the same
properties.
The equilibrium of masses plays a central role in our variational approach
to the problem. The rest of this section is devoted to this role.
Lemma 6. Suppose that the condition (A1*) holds. Suppose further that
the functions v, w # H 10 are such that
v(r) } w(r)#0 and |v|L2=|w|L2=d>0.
We put, for  # [0, ?2], z() :=cos  } v(r)+sin  } w(r). Then we have, for
 # (0, ?2),
d
d
J(z())=d 2 sin  cos [!(sin  } w(r))&!(cos  } v(r))].
Furthermore either
!(sin  } w(r)){!(cos  } v(r)), \ # (0, ?2),
and J(z() is strictly monotone on the interval [0, ?2], or there exists exactly
one * # (0, ?2) such that !(sin * } w(r))=!(cos * } v(r)) and
J(z(*))= max
 # [0, ?2]
J(z())>max[J(z(0)), J(z(?2))].
A sufficient condition for the existence of such a * is !(v), !(w)<0.
Proof. We have
J(z())=|
+
0
r1 (cos  } v(r)) dr+|
+
0
r1 (sin  } w(r)) dr& 12#(0) |z()|
2
L2 .
We obtain
d
d
J(z())
={&|
+
0
#~ (cos  } v) _v2+\v$+ v2r+
2
& dr
+|
+
0
#~ (sin  } w) _w2+\w$+ w2r+
2
& dr= } sin  } cos 
+sin  cos  } #(0)[ |v| 2L2&|w|
2
L2]
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=d 2 sin  cos 
} {&
+
0 #~ (cos  } v) cos
2 [v2+(v$+(v2r))2] dr&#(0) |v| 2L2 cos
2 
cos2  |v| 2L2
+
+0 #~ (sin  } w) sin
2 [w2+(w$+(w2r))2] dr&#(0) |w| 2L2 sin
2 
sin2  } |w| 2L2 =
=d 2 sin  cos [!(sin  } w)&!(cos  } v)].
This gives the first part of the claim. The second part follows from the fact
that !(cos  } v) is strictly increasing while !(sin  } w) is strictly decreasing on
[0, ?2]. An analysis of the sign of (dd) J(z()) in the neighborhood of
=* shows that J(z()) admits a maximum at =*. The claim about the
existence of a * is given by Proposition 5.
Theorem 7. Suppose that the condition (A1*) is fulfilled and let z=
z(1)+ } } } +z(n) be some function belonging to the set 0n(d) ( for some d>0
and n2). Suppose further that there exists some ;9 # 7 such that
J(z(;9 ))=max
: # 7
J(z(: ))<0.
Then ;9 # 7% and
! \;id } z
(i)
|z(i)|L2+=! \;jd }
z( j)
|z( j)|L2+=: !d<0 for i{j.
(Thus z # 0&n (d ), too.)
Proof. A proof can be found in [5].
The converse of Theorem 7 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 6.
Theorem 8 (Converse of Theorem 7). Suppose that the condition (A1*)
is fulfilled and let z=z(1)+ } } } +z(n) be some function belonging to the set
0&n (d ) ( for some d>0 and n2). Let : * # 7% be given by Proposition 5:
! \:i* } d } z
(i)
|z(i)|L2+=! \:j* } d }
z( j)
|z( j)|L2+=: !d , for i{j.
Then J(z(: *))=max: # 7 J(z(: )).
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4. CRITICAL LEVELS
This whole section is devoted the definition of critical levels mn(d ) (n2,
d>0 kept fixed) for the functional
J |B(d ) , where B(d ) :=[z # H 10 ; |z|L2=d ].
We shall show in the next sections that these critical values mn(d) are
achieved and we shall obtain in this way solutions zn; d # 0n(d) for the
problem (7):
J$(zn; d)=!n; dzn ; d , J(zn ; d)=mn(d)>m1(d ).
As we know by the considerations made in Section 3, such a solution zn; d
must belong to the set
Sn(d) :=[z=z(1)+ } } } +z(n) # 0n(d); !(z(1))= } } } =!(z(n))].
Thus it is quite natural to expect that
mn(d) := inf
z # Sn(d )
J(z)
(n2, d>0 kept fixed) should be a critical value of J |B(d ) . We shall see that
this is indeed the case, at least under suitable conditions.
Before proceeding, we introduce some notations. We associate to each ele-
ment z=z(1)+ } } } +z(n) # Sn(d) a sequence of numbers 0<’1< } } } <’n&1 ,
such that
supp z(1)[0, ’1], ..., supp z(n&1)[’n&2 , ’n&1], supp z(n)[’n&1, +).
If the choice of such numbers is not unique, we make any arbitrary choice.
Then we put
Wz :=[.=.(1)+ } } } +.(n); .(i) # H 10 , for i=1, ..., n
supp .(1)[0, ’1], ..., .(n)[’n&1, +)]
and
Vz :=[.=.(1)+ } } } +.(n) # Wz ; |.|L2=d, and !(.(1))= } } } =!(.(n))].
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Lemma 9. Suppose that d>0 and n2 are kept fixed, that the condition
(A1*) is fulfilled and that the function z=z(1)+ } } } +z(n) # Sn(d) is such that
J(z)=mn(d). Then J$(z)=!z in (Wz)* with !=!(z). By this we mean that
:
n
i=1
J$(z(i)) .(i)=! :
n
i=1
(z(i), .(i))L2 , \.=.(1)+ } } } +.(n) # Wz .
Proof. First of all we remark that we have J(z)=inf. # Vz J(.); this is
simply due to the fact that z # Vz/Sn(d). We can thus conclude to the exist-
ence of Lagrange multipliers ! and +1 , ..., +n&1 such that
J$(z) .=!(z, .)L2+ :
n&1
i=1
+i[!$(z(i+1))&!$(z(i))] ., \. # Wz .
So we are led to the following set of equations:
!(z(1))=
J$(z(1)) z(1)
|z(1)|L2
=!&+1
!$(z(1)) z(1)
|z(1)|L2
!(z(i))=!&(+i&+i&1)
!$(z(i)) z(i)
|z(i)|L2
, i=2, ..., n&1
!(z(n))=!++n&1
!$(z(n)) z(n)
|z(n)|L2
.
By Proposition 4, we have that !$(z(i)) z(i)<0 (i=1, ..., n). The equilibrium of
masses condition !(z(1))= } } } =!(z(n)) implies now that +1 , (+2&+1), ...,
(+n&1&+n&2) and &+n&1 are all of the same sign. But
+1+(+2&+1)+ } } } +(+n&1&+n&2)&+n&1=0
gives +1=+2= } } } =+n&1=0.
The above lemma shows that the critical levels mn(d) correspond to solu-
tions of the equation (7) in some very weak sense. The following lemma
improves the result: the solutions are ‘almost classical’.
Lemma 10. Suppose that d>0 and n2 are kept fixed, that the condition
(A1*) is fulfilled and that the function z=z(1)+ } } } +z(n) # Sn(d) is such that
J(z)=mn(d). Suppose further that
supp z(1)[0, ’1], supp z(2)[’1 , ’2], ..., supp z(n)[’n&1, +).
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Then z belongs to the set C 2((0, +)"[’1 , ..., ’n&1] and, for r # (0, +)"
[’1 , ..., ’n&1] we have
{#~ (r) _z$(r)+z(r)2r &=
$
&#~ (r) {z(r)+ 12r _z$(r)+
z(r)
2r &=+*z(r)=0,
with *=!(z)+#(0). Moreover we have that
z(1){0 on (0, ’1), ..., z(n){0 on (’n&1, +).
Proof. Let f : (0, +)_R2  R be defined by
f (r, p, q) :=r1 \ 12r _p2+\q+
p
2r+
2
&+&12 *p2.
Stuart has shown in [6] (proof of Theorem 3.3) that f satisfies the condi-
tions (2.6.3), (2.6.4) and (2.6.6) of [1].
By Lemma 9 we have, \.=.(1)+ } } } +.(n) # Wz , that
0=J$(z) .&! |
+
0
z., dr
= :
n
i=1
|
’i
’i&1
p f (r, z, z$) .(i)+q f (r, z, z$) .(i)$ dr, (10)
where we have set for convenience ’0=0 and ’n=+. We denote by B the
set (0, ’1) _ (’1 , ’2) _ } } } _ (’n&1, ’n) and we consider an interval
(a, b)/B, say (a, b)/(’k , ’k+1). The relation (10) implies that
 # H 1((a, b)) with $(r)=p f (r, z(r), z$(r)) a.e. on (a, b), where  is defined
by
(r)=q f (r, z(r), z$(r)) a.e. on (0, +).
So we can apply the Theorems 2.6i, 2.6.ii and 2.6.iii of [1] to get the claim.
In particular we get that z # C 2([’k , ’k+1]), for k=1, ..., n&2,
z # C 2((0, ’1]) and z # C 2([’n&1 , +)). By the uniqueness of solutions we
have for example z(1){0 on (0, ’1), for elsesince we can replace z(1) by
|z(1)|we would have the contradiction that z(1)#0. A similar argument
holds for z(2), ..., z(n).
Let us have now a closer look at what happens in one of the points
’ # [’1 , ..., ’n&1].
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Analyzing the above proof, we can easily see that
lim
r  ’
z(r)=0
and that the limits
lim
r  ’+
z$(r)=: z$(’+), lim
r  ’&
z$(r)=: z$(’&),
lim
r  ’+
z"(r)=: z"(’+), lim
r  ’&
z"(r)=: z"(’&)
all exist. We compute
d
dr
#~ (z(r))
=#$ \ 12r _z2(r)+\z$(r)+
z(r)
2r +
2
&+ } {&12r2 _z2(r)+\z$(r)+
z(r)
2r +
2
&
+
1
2r _2z(r) z$(r)+2 \z$(r)+
z(r)
2r +\z"(r)+
z$(r)
2r
&
z(r)
2r2 +&=
and
d
dr _z$(r)+
z(r)
2r &=z"(r)+
z$(r)
2r
&
z(r)
2r2
.
Then we take in the differential equation (7) the limits as r  ’+, respec-
tively. r  ’&, and we obtain
_2#$ \ 12’ z$2(’\)+
z$2(’\)2
2’
+# \ 12’ z$2(’\)+& z"(’\)=0.
Since, by our assumption (A1), 2{#$({)+#({)>0, we obtain z"(’&)=
z"(’+)=0.
We remark that by the uniqueness of solutions z$(’\){0. Moreover z is
of class C 2 at r=’ provided that z$(’&)=z$(’+). The following lemma will
be helpful when we show that this is indeed the case.
Lemma 11. Suppose that the condition (A1) is fulfilled. Then
1(’)&1(!)#(!)(’&!), \’, !0,
with strict inequality provided that ’{!.
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Proof. We have, for 0!<’,
1(’)&1(!)=|
’
!
#({) d{#(!)(’&!).
A similar argument holds for 0’<!.
We can now prove the central result of this section. The following theorem
shows, that the values mn(d ) are in fact critical levels: if these levels are
achieved, then we are led to solutions of the problem (7). But we need here
an additional assumption
(A2) {For 0p<q, we have 2 #( p
2)&#(q2)
#( p2)+#(q2)
<
q&p
q+p
.
It can easily be seen that, if the assumption (A2) holds, we have
[#( p2)+#(q2)](q& p)2+2[#( p2)&#(q2)]( p2&q2)>0,
whenever 0pq. In the appendix we discuss how the condition (A2) can
be checked. Let us remark that a function # satisfying the above assumption
is necessary such that
#sat#(0)3.
(Take p=0 and let q  +.) Up to this last point, the condition (A2) is
not very restrictive.
Theorem 12. Suppose that d>0 and n2 are kept fixed, that the condi-
tions (A1*) and (A2) are fulfilled and that z=z(1)+ } } } +z(n) # Sn(d) is such
that J(z)=mn(d). Replacing if necessary z by
|z(1)|&|z(2)|+& } } } \|z(n)|,
we have that z # C 2((0, +)) and that z satisfies the differential equation (7)
{#~ (z(r)) _z$(r)+z(r)2r &=
$
&#~ (z(r)) {z(r)+ 12r _z$(r)+
z(r)
2r &=+*z(r)=0,
for r>0,
where *=#(0)+!(z) and #~ (z(r)) :=#((12r)[z2(r)+(z$(r)+(z(r)2r))2]).
Moreover z has exactly n&1 positive zeros.
Proof. As mentioned above, it is enough to show that z$(’&)=z$(’+).
Suppose on the contrary that z$(’&){z$(’+). We can assume without loss
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of generality that ’=’1 . Then we can consider, for =>0 small enough, the
function
z~ =(r) :={z(r),m=[r&(’&=)]+z(’&=),
for r  [’&=, ’+=]
for r # [’&=, ’+=]
,
where m= (12=)[z(’+=)&z(’&=)]. We denote by ’= # (’&=, ’+=) any
point with the property that z~ =(’=)=0. We multiply then z~ (r) by s1(=)>0 on
(0, ’=], by s2(=)>0 on [’= , ’2], ..., by sn(=)>0 on [’n&1, +) to
get a function z=(r) # Sn(d). Notice that si (=)  1 as =  0+. Applying
Lemma 11, we obtain
2J(z=)=|
+
0
2r1 (z=(r))&#(0) z2=(r) dr
|
+
0
2r1 (z(r))+#~ (z(r)) } {z2= +\z$=+z=2r+
2
&z2&\z$+ z2r+
2
=
&#(0) z2=(r) dr
=2J(z)&J$(z) z&#(0) |z= | 2L2 +|
+
0
#~ (z(r)) } {z2= +\z$=+z=2r+
2
= dr
=2J(z)&!(z) |z| 2L2&#(0) |z|
2
L2+|
+
0
#~ (z(r)) } {z2= +\z$=+z=2r+
2
= dr
=2J(z)&* |z| 2L2+|
+
0
#~ (z(r)) } {z2= +\z$=+z=2r+
2
= dr
=2J(z)+|
+
0
#~ (z(r)) } {z2= +\z$=+z=2r+
2
=&*z2= dr
=2J(z)+s21(=) |
’&=
0
#~ (z(r)) } {z2+\z$+ z2r+
2
=&*z2 dr
+s21(=) |
’=
’&=
#~ (z(r)) } {z~ 2= +\z~ $=+z~ =2r+
2
=&*z~ 2= dr
+s22(=) |
’+=
’=
#~ (z(r)) } {z~ 2= +\z~ $=+z~ =2r+
2
=&*z~ 2= dr
+s22(=) |
’2
’+=
#~ (z(r)) } {z2+\z$+ z2r+
2
=&*z2 dr
+ :
n
i=3
s2i (=) |
’i
’i&1
#~ (z(r)) } {z2+\z$+ z2r+
2
=&*z2 dr, (’n=+).
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We remark now that, for any interval (c, d)(0, +)"[’1 , ..., ’n&1], we
have
|
d
c {#~ (z(r)) } _z$+
z
2r&=
$
z dr
=#~ (z(r)) } _z$+ z2r& z }
d
c
&|
d
c
#~ (z(r)) _z$+ z2r& z$ dr ;
the function z satisfies the differential equation (7) on the interval (c, d) and
thus we are lead to the relation
|
d
c
#~ (z(r)) {z2+_z$+ z2r&
2
=&*z2 dr=#~ (z(r)) _z$+ z2r& } z }
d
c
.
Hence we obtain
2J(z=)2J(z)
+s21(=) #~ (z(r)) _z$+ z2r& } z| ’&=0 +s22(=) #~ (z(r)) _z$+
z
2r& } z| ’2’+=
+s21(=) |
’=
’&=
#~ (z(r)) } {z~ 2= +\z~ $=+z~ =2r+
2
=&*z~ 2= dr
+s22(=) |
’+=
’=
#~ (z(r)) } {z~ 2= +\z~ $=+z~ =2r+
2
=&*z~ 2= dr.
We put
f (r) :=#~ (z(r)) _z$(r)+z(r)2r & z(r) and Z(r) :=z~ 2=(r)+\z~ $= (r)+
z~ =(r)
2r +
2
and we obtain by the mean value theorem
2J(z=)2J(z)+s21(=) f (’&=)&s
2
2(=) f (’+=)
+s21(=)[#~ (z(r1(=))) } Z(r1(=))&*z~
2
=(r1(=))] } =
+s21(=)[#~ (z(r2(=))) } Z(r2(=))&*z~
2
=(r2(=))] } (’=&’)
+s22(=)[#~ (z(r3(=))) } Z(r3(=))&*z~
2
=(r3(=))] } (’+=&’=).
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Here we have assumed that ’= # (’, ’+=) and we have
r1(=) # [’&=, ’], r2(=) # [’, ’=], r3(=) # [’= , ’+=].
A similar computation is possible when ’=’= or when ’= # (’&=, ’). Now,
by equation (7),
f $(r)=#~ (z(r)) {z(r)+ 12r _z$(r)+
z(r)
2r &= z(r)&*z2(r)
+#~ (z(r)) _z$(r)+z(r)2r & z$(r), r{’
f (’&=)=&# \ 12’ z$(’&)2+ z$(’&)2 } =+o(=)
f (’+=)=# \ 12’ z$(’+)2+ z$(’+)2 } =+o(=)
so that
2J(z=)2J(z)+f (’&=)&f (’+=)
+[#~ (z(r1(=))) } Z(r1(=))&*z~ 2=(r1(=))] } =
+[#~ (z(r2(=))) } Z(r2(=))&*z~ 2=(r2(=))] } (’=&’)
+[#~ (z(r3(=))) } Z(r3(=))&*z~ 2=(r3(=))] } (’+=&’=)+o(=).
We put now for convenience
A :=# \ 12’ z$(’&)2+ B :=# \
1
2’
z$(’+)2+
: :=z$(’&) ; :=z$(’+)
Then, since
z(’&=)=&z$(’&) =+o(=) and z(’+=)=z$(’+) =+o(=),
we obtain
z$=(ri (=))=m= 12 (z$(’
+)+z$(’&))+o(1), (i=1, 2, 3)
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and thus
2J(z=)2J(z)&A:2=&B;2=+_A4 (:+;)2& =+o(=)
+_B4 (:+;)2& (’=&’)+o(=)+_
B
4
(:+;)2& (’+=&’=)+o(=)
=2J(z)&
1
4
[4A:2+4B;2&A(:+;)2&B(:+;)2]=+o(=)
=2J(z)&
1
4
[4A:2+4B;2&(A+B)(:+;)2] =+o(=).
But
4A:2+4B;2&(A+B)(:+;)2
=A[4:2&(:+;)2]+B[4;2&(:+;)2]
=(A+B)[2:2+2;2&(:+;)2]+2A(:2&;2)&2B(:2&;2)
=(A+B)(:&;)2+2(A&B)(:2&;2)
=[#( p2)+#(q2)] 2’( p&q)2+2[#( p2)&#(q2)] 2’( p2&q2),
where p=(1- 2’) z$(’&) and q=(1- 2’) z$(’+), gives
2J(z=)2J(z)& 14[[#( p
2)+#(q2)]( p&q)2
+2[#( p2)&#(q2)]( p2&q2)] 2’=+o(=).
We obtain a contradiction to the fact that z is a minimizer of J on Sn(d) if
[#( p2)+#(q2)]( p&q)2+2[#( p2)&#(q2)]( p2&q2)>0, \p{q.
Now z$(’+) and z$(’&) never have opposite signs, so that we only have to
show the above inequality for p, q0. Since #( } ) is strictly decreasing, it is
even enough to show the above inequality for 0p<q. Under the assump-
tion (A2) we are thus led to a contradiction.
5. THE EXISTENCE OF THE CRITICAL LEVELS
In the previous section we have shown that the levels mn(d ) are critical
levels that lead to solutions for the problem (7) considered in this paper.
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The first question arising now is whether or not the constraint sets Sn(d )
are nonempty. We show that the sets Sn(d ) are in fact nonempty and that
we even have mn(d )<0.
Lemma 13. Let n2 be fixed and suppose that the assumption (A1) is
fulfilled. Then there exist constants dn0 such that, for every d>dn , we can
find an element z=z(1)+ } } } +z(n) # 0n(d ) with
J(z(: ))<0, \: # 7.
Furthermore we may choose dn=0 if _ belongs to the interval (0, 1).
Proof. We define n functions by
z(1)(r) :={N1 r(r&1),0,
if r # [0, 1]
elsewhere
z(2)(r) :={N2(r&1)(r&2),0,
if r # [1, 2]
elsewhere
b
z(n&1)(r) :={Nn&1(r&n+2)(r&n+1),0,
if r # [n&2, n&1]
elsewhere
z(n)(r) :={Nn(r&n+1) e
&r&n+1,
0
if rn&1
elsewhere,
where the constants Ni are chosen in such a way that |z(i)|L2=1. For : # 7,
we put now z(: )(r) :=ni=1 :i } z
(i)(r) and
z+(: )(r) :=- + z(: )(+r), +>0.
We write z+(: )=z (1)+ (: )+ } } } +z
(n)
+ (: ), where z
(i)
+ (: )=- + z(i)(+r). A simple
calculation shows that |z+(: )|L2=1, so that we have, for :* :=(1- n)
(1, 1, ..., 1),
d } z+(:*) # 0n(d ), \+>0.
Hence we are done if we can show that, for +>0 small enough,
J(d } z+(: ))<0, \: # 7.
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To this purpose we consider
d&2J(d } z+(: ))
=|
+
0
r
d 2
1 \d
2
2r _z+(: )2 (r)+\z+(: )$ (r)+
z+(: )(r)
2r +
2
&+ dr&12 #(0).
Now 1(!)=!0 #({) d{=! 
1
0 #(!s) ds, so that
d &2J(d } z+(: ))
=|
+
0
1
2 _z+(: )2 (r)+\z+(: )$ (r)+
z+(: )(r)
2r +
2
&
} |
1
0
# \sd
2
2r _z+(: )2 (r)+\z+(: )$ (r)+
z+(: )(r)
2r +
2
&+ ds dr&12 #(0).
(11)
For r>0 such that [z+(: )2 (r)+(z+(: )$ (r)+(12) z+(: )(r)r)2]{0, the
dominated convergence theorem implies that
lim
d  + |
1
0
# \sd
2
2r _z+(: )2 (r)+\z+(: )(r)+
z+(: )(r)
2r +
2
&+ ds=#sat ;
for r>0 such that [z+(: )2 (r)+(z+(: )$ (r)+(12) z+(: )(r)r)2]=0 we
obviously have
lim
d  + |
1
0
# \sd
2
2r _z+(: )2 (r)+\z+(: )(r)+
z+(: )(r)
2r +
2
&+ ds=#(0).
Since moreover [z+(: )2 (r)+(z+(: )$ (r)+(12) z+(: )(r)r)2] # L1(0, +),
we can use the dominated convergence theorem again to obtain
lim
d  +
d&2J(d } z+(: ))
=
1
2
#sat |
+
0 _z+(a )2+\z+(: )$ (r)+
z+(: )(r)
2r +
2
& dr&12 #(0)
=
1
2
(#sat&#(0))+
1
2
#sat |
+
0 \z+(: )$ (r)+
z+(: )(r)
2r +
2
dr
=
1
2
(#sat&#(0))+
1
2
#sat +2K(: ),
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where
K(: ) :=|
+
0 \z(: )$ (r)+
z(: )(r)
2r +
2
dr.
Since sup: # 7 K(: )<+, we can choose for a given =>0 some +(=)>0
such that, for 0<+<+(=),
lim
d  +
d&2J(d } z+(: )) 12 (#sat&#(0))+2=.
According to (11), d&2J(d } z+(: )) is a non increasing function of d. We put
now, for a fixed + # (0, +(=)),
7(d ) :=[: # 7 ; d&2J(d } z+(: )) 12 (#sat&#(0))+3=].
Then 7(d ) is a compact subset of 7 and 7(d1)7(d2) if d1>d2 . Now
d>0 7(d )=< shows that there exists some d(=)>0 such that
d&2J(d } z+(: )) 12 (#sat&#(0))+3=, \: # 7
provided that dd(=). For =>0 small enough this justifies the claim.
We proceed now with the proof of the claim concerning the case when
_ belongs to the interval (0, 1).
We recall that 1(!)=#(0) !+1NL(!), with 1NL(!)0, \!0. Thus
d&2J(d } z+(: ))
=
1
2
#(0) |
+
0 _z+(: )2 (r)+\z+(: )$ (r)+
z+(: )(r)
2r +
2
& dr&12 #(0)
+|
+
0
r
d 2
1NL \d
2
2r _z+(: )2 (r)+\z+(: )$ (r)+
z+(: )(r)
2r +
2
&+ dr

1
2
#(0) +2K(: )
+|
+
0
r
d 2
1NL \d
2
2r _z+(: )2 (r)+\z+(: )$ (r)+
z+(: )(r)
2r +
2
&+ dr.
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Since the assumption (A1) holds, this leads us to
d&2J(d } z+(: ))

1
2
#(0) +2K(: )
&
B
2(1+_) |
+
1
r
d 2 \
d 2
2r _z+(: )2 (r)+\z+(: )$ (r)+
z+(: )(r)
2r +
2
&+
1+_
dr
provided that, for r1, the inequality
d 2
2r _z+(: )2 (r)+\z+(: )$ (r)+
z+(: )(r)
2r +
2
&$
holds for some suitable $>0. Such an inequality holds for a given d>0
uniformly in : # 7 provided that +>0 is small enough, say + # (0, +(d )),
and so
d&2J(d } z+(: ))
1
2
#(0) +2K(: )&
B
2(1+_)
d 2_+2_D(: ),
where
D(: )=
1
21+_ |
+
1
r&_ |z(: )| 2+2_ dr.
Since
sup
: # 
K(: )<+ and inf
: # 
D(: )>0
(at least for +>0 small enough), we get the claim.
By Lemma 3 we know that the element z # 0n(d) given by the above
lemma belongs in fact to the set 0&n (d ). Hence, as shown in Proposition 5,
there exists some : * # 7% such that
! \:i*d } z
(i)
|z(i)|L2+=! \:j*d }
z( j)
|z( j)| L2+ , for i{j.
This means that the set Sn(d ){<. Moreover J(d } z+(: *))<0 implies that
mn(d )<0. More precisely we have:
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Proposition 14. Let n2 be fixed and suppose that the assumption
(A1) is fulfilled. Then there exists some dn0 such that
mn(d)<0, for d>dn .
Furthermore we may choose dn=0 if _ belongs to the interval (0, 1).
Suppose now that d>dn (n2), i.e., mn(d )<0. We analyze the behavior
of a minimizing sequence [zm=z (1)m + } } } +z
(n)
m ]/Sn(d ); by this we mean
that
(1) J(zm)  mn(d )<0 as m  + and J(zm)< 12 mn(d ), \m;
(2) !(z (1)m )= } } } =!(z
(n)
m )=!(zm)=: !mmn(d)d
2<0, \m.
Lemma 15. Let [zm]/Sn(d ) be the above defined minimizing sequence.
Then
(1) The sequences [z (1)m ], ..., [z
(n)
m ] and [zm] are all bounded in H
1
0 .
(2) The sequence [!m] is bounded in R, too.
Proof. Concerning the first point we remark that it is enough to show
that the sequence [zm] is bounded in H 10 . This follows from J(zm)<0. We
have indeed
1
2
#(0) d 2>|
+
0
r1 \ 12r _z2m+\z$m+
zm
2r+
2
&+ dr
|
+
0
r#sat
1
2r _z2m+\z$m+
zm
2r+
2
& dr
=
1
2
#sat d 2+
1
2
#sat |
+
0
zm$2+
zmz$m
r
+
z2m
4r2
dr
=
1
2
#sat d 2+
1
2
#sat |
+
0
zm$2+
3
4
z2m
r2
dr

1
2
#sat d 2+
1
2
#sat |z$m | 2L2 ;
here we have used the relation
|
+
0
zmz$m
r
dr=
1
2 |
+
0
[z2m(r)]$
1
r
dr=
1
2 |
+
0
z2m(r)
r2
dr.
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Thus we obtain
|z$m | 2L2 
#(0)&#sat
#sat
} d 2;
since |zm | 2L2=d
2, we are done.
Concerning the second point we remark that
J$(zm) zm=!(zm) |zm | 2L2 =!m } d
2.
Thus it is enough to show that the integrals
|
+
0
#~ (zm(r)) _z2m+\z$m+zm2r+
2
& dr
remain bounded as m  +; in other words it is enough to show that
[ |z$m+(zm2r)|L2] is bounded in R. But this is so since
|
+
0
z2m(r)
4r2
dr|
+
0
zm$2(r) dr (Hardy’s inequality)
and
|
+
0
z$m
zm(r)
r
dr=
1
2 |
+
0
z2m(r)
r2
dr2 |
+
0
zm$2 (r) dr (see above)
give
} z$m+zm2r }
2
L2
4 |z$m | 2L24 }
#(0)&#sat
#sat
} d 2.
The above lemma allows us to assumeup to a subsequencethat
(1) z (i)m ( z
(i) in H 10 , zm ( z in H
1
0 as m  + with
z=z(1)+ } } } +z(n);
(2) limm  + !m=! <0;
(3) d 2 :=|z| 2L2lim infm  + |zm |
2
L2=d
2.
It is moreover clear that d >0, since J(z)lim infm  + J(zm)=mn(d)<0.
Lemma 16. Suppose that the condition (A1*) is fulfilled. Let
[zm]/Sn(d ) be the above defined sequence. Then the sequences [z (i )m ] are all
bounded away from 0 in L2 as m  +, i.e., there exists some $>0 such
that
|z (i )m |
2
L2$, \m, i=1, ..., n.
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Proof. Suppose on the contrary that we have |z (i)m |L2  0 (up to some
subsequence), so that in view of !m  ! <0, we have limm  + J$(z (i)m ) z
(i)
m
=0. This would mean
0= lim
m  + |
+
0
# \ 12r _z (i) 2m +\z (i)$m +
z (i)m
2r +
2
&+{z (i) 2m +\z (i)$m +z
(i)
m
2r +
2
= dr
#sat lim
m  + } z (i)$m +
z (i)m
2r }
2
L2
,
so that (as in the proof of Lemma 15)
lim
m  + |
+
0 \z (i)$m +
z (i)m
2r +
2
dr= lim
m  +
|z (i)$m |
2
L2+
3
4 }
z (i)m
2r }
2
L2
=0.
Thus we would have z (i)m  0 in H
1
0 as m  +. Such a behavior is,
however, impossible. We have indeed
|
+
0
#~ (z (i)m (r) _z (i) 2m +\z (i)$m +z
(i)
m
2r +
2
& dr&#(0) |z (i)m | 2L2=!m |z (i)m | 2L2<0,
i.e.,
|
+
0
[#~ (z (i)m (r))&#(0)] z
(i) 2
m dr+|
+
0
#~ (z (i)m (r)) \z (i)$m +z
(i)
m
2r +
2
dr
=!m |z (i)m |
2
L2<0.
The second term in this last sum in non-negative, so that
|
+
0
[#(0)&#~ (z (i)m (r))] z
(i) 2
m dr|!m | |z
(i)
m |
2
L2 .
The convergence in H 10 implies however that z
(i)
m  0 in L
, and thus
#(0)&#~ (z (i)m (r))
1
2 |! |, for m large enough.
Therefore we obtain 12 |! | |z
(i)
m |
2
L2|!m | |z
(i)
m |
2
L2 , i.e., |! |2 |! |, which con-
tradicts ! <0. So we are done.
Recalling that we have |z (i)m |L2>0 (since !(z
(i)
m )<0) we can define
u (i)m :=d }
z (i)m
|z (i)m |L2
, for i=1, ..., n
u (i)m :=(u
(1)
m , ..., u
(n)
m ).
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We know then that we can write zm in the form zm=: m } u m , where : m=
(:1; m , ..., :n; m) belongs to the set 7%. Moreover
J(zm)=max
: # 
J(: } u m)< 12mn(d )<0,
so that
J(u (i)m )<
1
2mn(d )<0, for i=1, ..., n.
But in view of Lemma 16 we may suppose thatup to some sub-
sequenceu(i)m ( u
(i) in H 10 . Putting u :=(u
(1), ..., u(n)), we see that u(i){0
(i=1, ..., n), since
J(u(i))lim inf
m  +
J(u (i)m )
1
2mn(d )<0.
Obviously we have u(i)u( j )#0, for i{j, and
max
: # 7
J(: } u )lim inf
m  +
J(zm)=mn(d )<0.
Setting
v(i) :=d }
u(i)
|u(i)| L2
and v :=(v(1), ..., v(n)),
we have |: } v |L2|: } u |L2 , \: # 7. But
J$(: } u )<0, \: # 7 ;
this is so because we have
J$(: } u )<2J(: } u )2mn(d )<0.
Hence we are led to (see Proposition 4)
max
: # 7
J(: } v )max
: # 7
J(: } u )mn(d )<0.
According to Theorem 7 there exists some : * # 7 such that : * } v # Sn(d );
the above computation shows that we have J(: * } v )mn(d ), i.e.,
J(: * } v )=mn(d ).
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Hence we obtain the following central result.
Theorem 17. Suppose that the condition (A1*) is fulfilled. Let n2 be
fixed and let d>0 be chosen so that mn(d )<0 (see Proposition 14). Then
there exists an element ud ; n # Sn(d ) such that J(uc ; n)=mn(d ).
6. THE MAIN RESULTS
Combining Theorem 17 and Theorem 12 we obtain:
Theorem 18. Suppose that the conditions (A1*) and (A2) are fulfilled.
Let n2 be fixed and let d>0 be chosen so that mn(d )<0 (see Proposi-
tion 14). Then there exists a solution zd ; n # C 2((0, +)) & H 10 to the
problem (7):
{#~ (z(r)) _z$(r)+z(r)2r &=
$
&#~ (z(r)) {z(r)+ 12r _z$(r)+
z(r)
2r &=+*z(r)=0,
for r>0,
where *=#(0)+!(z) and #~ (z(r)) :=#((12r)[z2(r)+(z$(r)+(z(r)2r))2]).
The function zd ; n has a nodal decomposition in the sense that zd ; n # Sn(d ).
Moreover zd ; n has exactly n&1 positive zeroes.
Using the arguments of Section 3 in [6], we obtain now the main results
that we give in the following two theorems; the first theorem deals with the
existence of multiple TM-modes, while the second one deals with the bifur-
cation of such modes. Before stating theses results we introduce the total
intensity of the beam of light:
E(k, u) :=?|k2 |
+
0
r# \12 _k2u2(r)+\u$(r)+
u(r)
r +
2
&+ u2(r) dr
Theorem 19 (The Existence of Multiple TM-Modes). Suppose that the
conditions (A1*) and (A2) are fulfilled. Let n2 be fixed and let d>0 be
chosen so that mn(d )<0 (see Proposition 14). We put *d ; n :=#(0)+!(zd ; n).
Then
(1) #sat<*d ; n<#(0)+2mn(d )d 2.
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(2) We set, for r>0,
Ud ; n(r) :=r&12zd ; n(r) and Vd ; n(r) :=r&12 _z$d ; n(r)+zd ; n2r &
kd ; n :=
|
c - *d ; n
ud ; n(r) :=Ud ; n(kd ; nr)kd ; n and vd ; n(r) := V(kd ; nr).
Then (kd ; n , ud ; n) is a solution of the problem (5); in the corresponding
cylindric monochromatic wave in TM-mode the field H has exactly n&1
nodes lying outside the axis of the cylinder. Moreover
?c2#2sat
|
<E(kd ; n , ud ; n)<
?c2#(0)
|
[#(0) d 2+2mn(d )].
Theorem 20 (Bifurcation). Suppose that the conditions (A1*) and (A2)
are fulfilled. Let n # N*.
(1) There exists a constant dn0 such that for every d>dn there is a
solution (kn; d , un; d) of the problem (5) having the following properties:
#sat<*d ; n :=\ |ckd ; n+
2
<#(0)
|
+
0
ru2n; d (r) dr=d
2k4d ; n
lim
d  +
*d ; n=#sat
lim
d  +
E(kd ; n , ud ; n)=+.
(2) If the exponent _ in the assumption (A1) lies in (0, 1), we may
choose dn=0 and then
lim
d  0+
*d ; n=#(0)
lim
d  0+
( |ud ; n | 2L+|vd ; n |
2
L)=0
lim
d  0+
E(kd ; n , uk ; n)=0,
where vd ; n(r)=ud ; n(r)+(ud ; n(r)r).
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APPENDIX A. THE CONDITION (A2)
It is not always clear how to verify the condition in assumption (A2). We
reduce now the condition in (A2) to another condition that can be verified
in a straight forward way.
According to page 3, the condition (A2) can be written in the form
2
=(g(q2))&=(g( p2))
=(g(q2))+=(g( p2))
<
q&p
q+ p
, \0p<q.
We introduce the notations P=g( p2) and Q=g(q2); in other words, we
have the relations p==(P) - P and q==(Q) - Q. We remark that the
condition 0p<q is equivalent to 0P<Q. The condition in (A2) can
now be written as
2
=(Q)&=(P)
=(Q)+=(P)
<
=(Q) - Q&=(P) - P
=(Q) - Q+=(P) - P
, \0P<Q
or even better as
2
=(Q)&=(P)
=(Q)+=(P)
<
=(Q)&=(P) - PQ
=(Q)+=(P) - PQ
, \0P<Q.
We put now u :==(P), v :==(Q) and : :=- =&1(u)=&1(v)=- PQ. We
remark that : # (0, 1) and =(0)u<v<=sat . A straight forward analysis
shows that the condition
2
v&u
v+u
<
v&:u
v+:u
, \0<=(0)u<v<=sat
is equivalent to
:<
u
v
}
3u&v
3v&u
provided that 3u>v; this last point is equivalent to #sat#(0)3 or in other
words to =sat3=(0). In order to verify the condition in (A2) it is enough
to show that
=sat3=(0)
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and
=&1(u)
=&1(v)
<
v2
u2
} \3u&v3v&u+
2
, for =(0)u<v<=sat .
This last inequality should be easily verifiable.
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